The Hobbit Chapter 1 Quiz
the hobbit - lake county - the hobbit was first published in september 1937. its 1951 second edition (fifth
impression) contains a significantly revised portion of chapter v, “riddles in the dark,” which brings the story of
the hobbit more in line with its sequel, the lord of the rings, then in progress. tolkien made some further
revisions the hobbit - tji - the hobbit. discussion questions . chapter 1: an unexpected party chapter 2: roast
mutton 1. how is tolkien’s middle-earth far more than a land of imagination? 2. how can stories like the hobbit
serve as schools of virtue and repositories of truth?. 3. the hobbit - novel studies - the hobbit by j.r.r. tolkien
chapter 1 before you read the chapter: the protagonist in most novels features the main character or “good
guy”. the protagonist of the hobbit is a strange little hobbit named bilbo baggins, whose life goes through
some dramatic changes as the story unfolds. think back on some of your the hobbit chapter summaries campbellms.typepad - the hobbit chapter summaries chapter 1 summary hobbits, the narrator explains, are
little people, roughly half the size of humans, with thick hair on their feet, round bellies, and a love of good
food, comfort, and security. though some hobbits live in houses, they traditionally live in holes in the ground.
the holes are not dank and smelly the hobbit - kolbe academy - the hobbit l1 ... the chapter study
questions, chapter vocabulary and glossary are located in the elementary literature study question booklets
available for purchase from kolbe academy. answers should be given in complete written or oral sentences. we
suggest reading the weekly written assignment to the student at the the hobbit (sparknotes) - esl extra chapter 1 17 chapters 2–3 20 chapters 4–5 22 chapters 6–7 25 chapters 8–9 28 chapters 10–11 31 chapters
12–13 33 ... is a hobbit—one of a race of small, plump people about half the size of humans, with furry toes
and a great love of good food and drink. bilbo is quite content at bag the hobbit an introduction - the
tolkien society - the hobbit – an introduction introduction this pack provides some basic and essential
information about the book, including: a list of major characters, places and objects a short summary of the
whole story a chapter-by-chapter summary additional information and connections between the hobbit and the
lord of the rings (lotr) are a study guide - miller middle school 6th grade - a study guide written by carol
kroll edited by joyce friedland and rikki kessler ... consists of lessons for guided reading. written in chapter-bychapter format, the guide contains a synopsis, pre-reading activities, vocabulary and comprehension
exercises, as ... a comfort-loving conventional hobbit is the unlikely hero of this hobbit - teaching unit - mls
- the hobbit study guide student copy chapter 1 - an unexpected party 1. define the following vocabulary
words from this chapter: laburnums-flummoxed - audacious - conspirator - rune - remuneration - necromancer
- throng - 2. identify each of the following places described in this chapter. the hill - the water - the mountain 3. what do hobbits ... guided reading work: the hobbit - a child's guide to - guided reading work: the
hobbit these worksheets are based on the hobbit by jrr tolkien. as such, you will need a copy of the hobbit, a
dictionary and a pen or pencil as well as this booklet to complete your work. short answer study guide
questions - the hobbit - chapter 13 1. why did thorin & co. go down the tunnel? 2. what did bilbo put in his
deepest pocket? 3. how did thorin & co. get out of the mountain? chapter 14 1. identify bard. 2. how did bard
know where to aim when he shot smaug? 3. what was bard’s reward for killing the dragon? chapter 15 1. what
did thorin ask roäc to do? 2. the enchanting prelude to the lord of the rings - hobbit will be divided into
two films with scheduled release dates of december 2012 and december 2013. teachers are encouraged to
teach the hobbit as the cornerstone text in a standards-based unit examining how myths, legends, and
thehobbit - farmington high school - thehobbit!–chapter1discussionquestions!–!an!unexpectedjourney! 1.
define!the!following!vocabulary!words!fromthis!chapter:!! • audacious! • conspirator ...
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